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International Criminal Court corruption, torture & murder

Vladimir Putin, DmitryMedvedev, and EdwardSnowden,

I write a series of letters to you, which I shall publish on www.newlegalframe.com.

Make videos in EN & NL based on these letters. Publish them on the web.

What is civilized behavior?

Civilized people want every individual to be a strong, healthy, intelligent, progressive,

problemsolver, to feel valued & loved.

Their bodysoulspirit is focussed on this achievement.

There is No Way a civilized person can be withdrawn from this calling.

Think of the behavioralpattern of ‘a good doctor’.

We all make mistakes, but ‘a good doctor is straightforward, heals wounds and brings 

evolution’.

Politicians refuse to operate like ‘a good doctor’. 

While the people have wounds that stay open for decades.

The longer the wound is a defect that needs serious attention, the more

violent the politician becomes. 

First, the politician is a slimy sanctimonious greedy manipulator, liar & bully; 

second, he becomes an evil set of line – builder   that turn him or her into a dictator.

Politicians – male or female – take office ‘because they are psychopaths

who need a legitimate way to radiate their needs for torture & murder.

Politicians are persons ‘from evil’, who want to brainwash the people 

in believing  that they are good doctors’. 



There’s not much good about the behavior of today’s politicians, Worldwide.

The main problem is that politicians refuse to accept the knowledge of psychology.

When politicians would level psychology – justice – business,  evolution would go slower,

but Earth would be a much better place the live on.

What means: ‘Earth moves slower?’

I don’t really think that live would be emptier, slower or less valuable when pscyhology is a 

part

of politics; not even for materialists who are only after capitalism

.

Earth would have less wars,   thus the materialism we build is of higher quality.

We would produce goods & services that make us happy, instead of psychopatic.

Presidents refuse to take this axioma as a startingpoint, because they started from evil...

and plan to prove to Earth that dying in evil is a good thing.

Evolution of evil. 

Which results in evolution of hatred in persons ‘who do understand psychology’ 

but don’t know how to make politicians operate in a more civilized manor.

Only persons ‘who can actually work with psychology... stay the good onces with a calling’.

This calling is being looked down on the the evil & hateful.

You  Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev – are a catalist in evil, hatred & war.

You know this – of course –, but every morning you look into the mirror and you convince

yourself  ‘that you are the only one who can save Earth’.

You invest your energy in ‘building psychopaticrituals.

When a single person like me – a Dutch woman – proves that you are on the wrong path,

you restart your manipulations, lies and  murderattempt.

Trusting your set of lines to be strong enough to carry you for the rest of your lives.

You trust your fellow psychopaths in parliaments abroad to adopt your strategy.

If not, you become a dictator...and one day...they are demolished or death.

The last thing you want.... is justice & peace....

Factual, the last thing on Earth you want is peace at mind = only focussed

on yourself... in the minute you die.

I have been clinical death, at 17. Know what dying is....

Understand the transition of the bodysoulspirit from materialism into dust.

Calmness, acceptance.
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Politicians are psychopaths.

They don’t die different, but they run into the final moment of calmness when the

body can’t move anymore.

Psychologyfocussed persons ‘can die earlier, still breath..., feel calmness... 

and die in almost selfchosen calmness & acceptence’.

Important, now more persons believe  Worldwide 

‘that they need war to survive and must die a martyr for a place in the Galaxy’.

Politicians only fuel this group of persons; they refuse to fuel the psychologyaimed individuals.

Politicans don’t want to group f of martyrs to shrink, thanks to evolution of education in psychology 

& law.

Politicians don’t want conflictending.

What are psychologycommunication skills?

Behavior that shows which level selfawareness & selfesteem an individual has ...  

and how this consciousness must coincide with that of others, to achieve a common goal.

The growth of selfawareness is the key.

Nr 1 rule Psychologytalk

Put what you want to achieve into words.

Pronounce those words.

Show the path towards the achievement – solution – with your bodysoulspirit.

Put the behavior others must contribute into words.

Pronounce those words.

Ask others ‘what they want to contribute and take their bodysoulspirit at ‘the truth’.

Merge both needs on 2 timelines, parallel.

Both work on the accepted 2 lines, without expectations of eachother.

Get the best out of your own timeline.

Put the best of the timeline of the other person, next to yours.

Take all the parts that merge automatically.

Merge them...and accept the result.

Start to build new timelines, parallel.

Until the solution is stronger than evil.

What is the common factor?

Law, courts, verdicts.

2 evil persons build 2 timelines for their own merits, but use law & courts as common factor.
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Politicians refuse to build timeslines in daily life in law together with the people.

The open wounds stay open, due to this behavior of politicans.

Politicians refuse to make other persons ‘work legally correct’.

Laziness and lack of knowledge on psychololgy.

Stubbornness towards the mixture of psychology with politics.

Evil is much easier to accomplish than good.

Politicians ahave enough money to ignore the timeline of the civilian.

Example: Syriawar

Both Putin & Medvedev have created a political strategy ... for Planet Earth ... a long time 

ago.

They are the leaders of Russia, to stay in power for dacades.

They are the onces who look in the mirror every morning, convincing themselves ‘that they 

are indispensable’. 

Their strategy was founded without the implementation & conduct of timelines from other 

individuals & human rights...for every individual, Worldwide.

Barbarian timeline as a startingpoint.

Desiree Stokkel enters your life.

She is the first NLwoman who started an ICClawcase against NL, based on a mixture of 

psychology & law.

She proves that ICC only tortures & murders on request of the UN, politicians, multinationals, 

NGOs.

She proves that she needs ‘a new type of politician’, namely: ’A president who merges 

psychology with law, on all timelines on Earth’.

Putin & Medvedev do comprehend the full situation = they become better psychopaths.

The authentic politicalstrategy they created for themselves & Russia must stay in place.

May not be upgraded to more modern times.

The people may not learn that a mixture of psychology & law.... is an excellent way for 

conflictending without violence or martyrdom.

The people may not expect that politicians change their useless policies for evolution of 

intelligence, education & wisdom.

The people may not collectively understand ‘how they can defend themselves against rotten 

politics & politicians’.

The people must stay stupid... and destroy eachtother with violence.... for the growth of 

psychopatic rituals on Earth.

The people of Syria were not educated well enough to defend themselves against misuse of 

power. 

By anybody.

Not educated enough to turn to a court to minimalize the risk of a civl war.
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Putin & Medvedev could have demanded ‘laweducation thanks to the Torturetreaty &UN

charter, but refused to do so for hteir personal need to kill people.

The Russian economy must grow; no better way than to build war inside Syria for supply of 

warmaterials.... Blame Alqaida.

Alqaida is not psychologyintelligent enough either... to end conflicts without war.

Now nobody wants to work with timelinies for Justice, parallel... the killings increase in 

number, Worldwide.

Yes, there were and are timelines, for building more psychopaticrituals.

Like the Municconference in february2013, Germany.

Hellmakers gave.

Paradise for barbarians.

Timelines that exclude the people’s wound and psychologyneeds upgrade the lowercriminal 

into the higherpolitician.

Appearently is the axioma:’When all & billion individuals are politicians, Earth is a good place to live 

on’.

Only psychopaths think this.....

Solution

I have explaned many times that I want to Kremlin to clean up ICC and make procedures for 

Individuals

standardprocedure, so the people can rebalance psychology with law = create justice.

The Kremlin refused to do so, although its their legal obligation due to the Torturetreaty.

I have noticed that the Russian makes it possible to implement & conduct every human righttreaty 

directly in every document or talk.

Putin & Medvedev, you  stay dictators, now you don’t want the risk of ending your life in prison.

But its exactly this behavior that turn Earth into war, and that puts you into prison.

When Putin & Medvedev would be civilized persons who want prosperity, justice & 

peace, 

the first thing they would do is ‘thank the Galaxy for the day Gods & Goddesses send 

me to them’. 

Based on legal frame works, I am the best that has ever happened in their life – political 

carreer.

I have given them acces to ICC in a way that they can make sure that every politicians on 

Earth

works legally correct.
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When Putin & Medvedev take the torturetreaty and my file as foundation for Peace

talks, Earth is a much

better place in a few months.

When Putin & Medvedev want  Earth to stay a solid system, they offere me a 

settlement & payment

for the damge they have caused me.

Which is possible, now I am the only person on Earth smart enough to start an ICC

lawcase against NL.

My legalframe work is unique.

Today, I turned 48 years old.

With open wounds in my bodysoulspirit.

The only way to defend myself is to take a weapon and kill all politicans on Earth.

I have learned this from Alqaida.

Politicians want everybody to become violent.

Desiree

Objectives, next to NSACIAPrimsTempora

 I want people to be more intelligent and to experience Evolution of Psychology  & Law as a 

foundation for life.

 I want people to be forced to think, talk, act legally correct in everyday life.

 I want people to have direct access to free education on the web & tv in the city  = secundairy 

school + psychology + law.

 I want RESET EARTH =   first,  every nation conducts the Torturetreaty within all national laws; 

second, they realize a New Economy  & Transparency anchored in  all Human Rights.

 I want Psychology & Law  to  be subjects at  Primaryschool = History is irrelevant now we have 

Internet ...

 I want all NATO, EU & UN officials  to be removed from the office and replaced by individuals 

who realize  Psychology, Law & Fairtrade on Earth.

 I want all NATO, EU & UN officials to be put on trial  if necessary  by the people  for violation of 

Human Rights at anNew to open Court that judges on these politicians only.

 I want EU to be a Treatybank  only,   where nations come together to synchronize their National 

Laws = EU contribution for NL is 125 euros per person per year.

 I want EU to stop pumping money in projects & businesses,   now due to  NSACIAPrimaTempora 

‘doing business for fair globalization is impossible’.

 I want all nations  ' to help eachother  to build the economy via deals between 1 or a few 

countries' = publish all deals on a site to prevent NSACIAPrismTempora abuse.

 I want a National Standard–court procedure for the people for misconduct by Politicans who 
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refuse to realize  Psychology, Law & Fairtrade  = punishment is  imprisonment, community service 

&  fines.

 I want all countries & politicians to conduct the UNcharter correctly = first go to the International 

Court of Justice with conflicts; second turn to the UN Security Council.

 I want ICC  to be  a Court where procedures for Individuals are Corebusiness incase of 

misconduct Humanrighttreaties by National courts and persons  = ICC lobby disappears.

 I want all Political Parties to be Business Parties = every partymember must prove to work to 

rebalance Psychology, Law & Fairtrade on Earth.

 I want the people to determine via a referendum ‘which political partymember will get which job 

in parliament and country’.

 I want Trade unions to be cleaned up = employees replaced by persons who realize Psychology, 

Human Rights & Fairtrade.

 I want Shareholders of Multinationals to have the right to appoint or dismiss CEOs.

 I want Companies with 500 employees or more to held a Company Referendum for the 

appointment of Boardmembers.

 I want Boardmembers who refuse to realize Psychology, Law & Fairtrade to be punished by the 

Labourinspection of a judge = high fines or imprisonment 

 I want Banks to be obliged to work as a Fairtradebank,   both in their products for customers and 

investments  .

 I want Banks must to publish their bookkeeping on the Internet = Banks works with money of 

Individuals = 100% transparency.

 I want Labourinspection to check upon Health & Fairtrade legislation = fines.

 I want a SIMPLE taxpayers system  = 1 type Flexwork contract,  1 type Fixedwork contract, all jobs 

in CLA,   1 Incometax rate,  1 type of Businesstax.

 I want the current War Climate to be stopped by RESET EARTH = all politicians address the 

Torture as a starting point for discussion, deal, policy and publish it on a website

 I want conflictending via Courts  to be stronger than the Weaponindustry.

 I want all Worldtops, Securitycongresses be stopped = waste of money due to NSACIAPrism

Tempora.

 I want all Presidents open a Website 'on which they publish what they want to achieve with 

whom .... and on which Timeline ...!

 I want AntiTortureCourts in all countries where people can go to  for  Mediation in case of 

Torture = punishments are community service & fines when people are reluctant to cooperate.

 I want AntiSexCourts in all countries where people can go to for Sexrelated crime = 

imprisonment, community service & fines.

 I want Fairtrade National Businesses Courts in all countries where people can turn to for 

Mediation or Courtverdicts = imprisonment, community service and fines are the punishments.

 I want all Lawsuits that don’t belong in the Criminal Court to be settled at the Arbitrationcourt, 

where both parties are obliged to present a solution for the dispute in their file.

 I want the current Legal professions to be  replaced by Free Education Arbitration court

procedures + Evolution Law Firms for mix of Psychology, Law, Fairtrade & Arbitration.

 I want Victimcare to be  part of Free Education Arbitrationcourtprocedures.

 I want Victims of crime have full access to the file of the suspect / perpatrator. Or should they get 

this via NSACIAPrismTempora ... via the lobby & media?

 I want VictimStandard compensation = delict + payment for the damage specified in Schedules in 

National Laws.

 I want Standard Criminal Penalties to be  transparent for the People = example, Standard 
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punishment for killing 1 person = life in prison with possibility of release for good behavior.

 I want the pathetic attitude towards perpatrators removed from Earth = in a Fairtrade society the 

perpatrator is not pathetic, but lazy ....

 I want the current capitalist Sex climate to be  replaced by SelfAwareness in balance with 

Psychology, Law & Politics.

 I want the current behavior for more Killer instinct in connection with  Capitalism, Materialism & 

Sex to disappear.

 I want people to be rewarded for the fact that they Love, Balance, Evolution of Education, 

Evolution of Intelligence achieve on Earth.

 I want all people on Earth get a Standardbasic income, so that poverty is removed from Earth = 

annual income is higher thanks to  production of goods and services.

 First I want all the people who want to work, have a chance to increase their income thanks to job 

or study.

 I want a clear division between ‘those who do & do not want to work ‘=  ignore unwilling persons 

and give the jobs to the onces who do want to work.

 I want NGOs to be removed from Earth = a Fairtrade economy runs without NGOs

 I want the media to be  forced to conduct Torture & Human Rights Treaties in every piece of 

news in  writing / broadcasting.

 I want the  media punished if they refuse to write or legally correct items to create programs.

 I don’t want to be tortured by politicians who ignore human rights.

 I don’t want to be forced to sacrifice my life – and that of my kids – in daeththreats of politcians 

for the maintenance of corruption of the InternationaalStrafhof..

 I want Presidents to be civilized intelligent people who protect Planet Earth & Humanity, 

appreciate and future contributions

 I want Psychology, Law & Politics to determine the quality of life.

 I want to upgrade the overall Social Intelligence on Earth.

Desiree

http://www.desireestokkel.nl/

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbRO9uTupdS0MQuHJ7nYQQ/videos

when you don’t want to receive my emails inform me on d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl
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